given, the angle of the direction of its motion with the visual ray will still remain unknown.
As hitherto we have consulted only those proper motions which have a marked tendency to a parallactic centre, we ought now, when the question is to determine the velocity of the solar motion, to have in view the real motion of every star whose apparent motion we know ; for as it would not be proper to assign a motion to the sun, either much greater or much less than any real motion which may be found to exist in some star or other, it follows that a general review of proper motions ought to be made before we can impartially fix on the solar velocity; but as trials with a number of stars would be attended with considerable inconvenience, I shall use only our former six in laying down the method that will be followed with all the rest.
Proportional Distance of the Stars.
W e are now come to a point no less difficult than essential to be determined. Neither the parallactic nor real motion of a star can be ascertained till its relative distance is fixed upon. In attempting to do this it will not be satisfactory to divide the stars into a few magnitudes, and suppose these to repre sent the relative distances we require. There are not perhaps among all the stars of the heavens any two that are exactly at the same distance from u s ; much less can we admit that the stars which we call of the first magnitude are equally distant from the sun. And indeed, if the brightness of the stars is admitted as a criterion by which we are to arrange them, it is perfectly evident that all those of the first magni tude must differ as much in distance as they certainly do in lu stre; yet imperfect as this may be, it is at present the only rule we have to go by.
T he relative brightness of our six stars, may be expressed as follows : Sirius ---Arcturus -Capella 7 Lyra --AldeT b a ra n . Procyon.
T he notations here used are those which have been ex plained in my first Catalogue of the relative Brightness of the S tars;* but to denominate the magnitudes of these six stars so that they may with some probability represent the distances at which we should place them according to their relative brightness, I must introduce a more minute subdi vision than has been commonly admitted, by using fractional distinctions, and propose the following arrangement. interval between Sirius and Arcturus is here made very considerable ; but whoever will attentively compare to gether the lustre of these two stars, when they are at an equal altitude must allow that the difference in their brightness is fully sufficient to justify the above arrangement.
The order of the other four stars is. partly a consequence of the distance at which Arcturus is placed, and of the com parative lustre of these stars such as it has been estimated by observations. But if it should hereafter appear that other s o 8
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more exact estimations ought to be subtituted fbr them, the method I have pursued will equally stand gOod With such, alterations. I have tried all the known, and many new Ways of measuring the comparative light Of the stars, and though 1 have not yet found one that will give a satisfactory result, it may rstill be possible to discover some method of mensuration preferable to the foregoing Estimations, which are Only the result of repeated and accurate comparisons by the eye. W henever we are furnished 'with more authentic data the calculations may then be repeated with improved UcCtfracy.
Effect of the Increase and Decrease of the Solar
Conditions to he observed in the Investigation of its Quantity.
The following Table, in which the 2d, 4th, and 5th columns contain the sides of the parallactic triangle, is calculated with a view to show that an increase or decrease of the solar motion will have a contrary effect upon the required real motions of different stars; and as we are to regulate the solar velocity by these real motions, an attention to this circum stance will point out the sfafs Which are to be selected for our purpose. he real motion of Arcturus contained in the 5th column compared with that of Aldebaran, shows that when the solar motion is increased from 1,0 to 1,5 and to 2",o the real motion of Arcturus will be gradually diminished from 1,57 to 1,30 and to l'^o s, while that of Aldebaran undergoes a conmdcccvi.
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Dr, Herschel on the Quantity trary change from 0,53 to 0,86 and to W e may also notice that Capella and Aldebaran, which have a negative sign prefixed to their real motions when the solar motion is l",o are affected differently from Arcturus, Sirius, and Procyon, which have a positive sign ; and that even the motions of the two last become negative when the solar motion is increased beyond a certain point. It may be easily understood that the motion of Arcturus itself would become negative were we to increase the solar motion till the parallactic mo tion of this star should exceed its apparent motion.
From these .considerations it appears, that a certain equa lization, or approach to equality may be obtained between the motions of the stars, or between that of the sun and any one of them selected for the purpose ; for instance, the motions of Arcturus and Aldeharan being contrary to each other,m ay be made perfectly equal by supposing the sun's annual motion to be 1",85925. For then we shall have the real annual motion of Arcturus towards the parallactic centre i",0 9 i, and that of Aldebaran towards the opposite part of the heavens, in which tihe solar apex is placed, will be *",09* likewise; the first in a direction 55°
39" south-preceding, the latter 88* ifi' 31" north-following their respective parallels; and a composition of these motions with the parallactic ones arising from the given solar motion, will produce the appa rent motions of these stars which have been established by observation. But since Arcturus, by the hypothesis which has been adopted in Table VIII . is a nearer star than Alder baran, the velocities of the real motions, describing these equal arches will be 1309109 in the former and 15277^80 in the latter. And it is not the arches but these velocities that and Velocity o f the Solar Motion. *11 must be equalized. Therefore, in order to have this required equality, let the solar motion be i" ,718865 then will a velocity of 1399478 in Arcturus, and 1399842 in Aldebaran, which are sufficiently equal, occasion such angular real motions in the two stars as will bring them, when compounded with their parallactic motions, to the apparent places in which we find them by observation.
Before we proceed, it will be proper to obviate a rem ark that may be made against this way of equalization or approach to equality. W e have said that the calculated velocities are such as would be true if the stars were at the assumed dis tances, and if their real motions were performed in lines at right angles to the visual r a y ; to which it may here be ob jected that the last of these assumptions is so far from having any proof in its favour that even the highest probability * is against it. W e may admit the truth of what the objection states, Without apprehending that any error could arise on that account, if the solar motion were determined by this method. For if the stars do not move at right angles to the visual ray, their real velocity will exceed the calculated one j so that in the first place we should certainly have the mini mum of their velocities: and if we were obliged, for want of data to leave the other limit of the motion unascertained, it must be allowed to be a considerable point gained if we could show what is likely to be the least velocity of the solar motion; but a more satisfactory defence of the method is, that if we were to assume a mean of all the angular devia tions from the perpendicular to the visual ray that may take place in the directions of the real motions of the stars, the only position we could fix upon as a mean would be an E e 2 inclination of 45 degrees. For in this case the chance of a greater or smaller deviation would be equal; and when a number of stars are taken, the deviations either way might then be supposed to compensate each o th er; but what is chiefly to our. purpose, not only the angle of 45 degrees, but also any other, that might be fixed upon as a proper one to represent the mean quantity of sidereal motions, would lead exactly to the same result of the solar velocity to be investi gated. For if the velocities of any two stars were equalized, when their motions are supposed to be perpendicular to the visual ray, they would be as much so when they make any other given angle with i t ; and it is the equalization or ap proach to equality and not the quantity of the velocities that is the spirit of this method. I have only to add, that an equalization of the solar motion with that of any star selected for the purpose may be had by a direct method of calculation, and will therefore be of great use in settling the rate of the motion to be determined. It must be evident from what has been said, that a certain mean rate, or middle rank, should be assigned to the motion of the sun, unless very sufficient reasons should induce us to depart from this condition. To obtain this end must conse quently be our principal aim ; and if we can at the same time bring the sidereal motions to a greater equality among each other, it will certainly be a very proper secondary consi deration.
There are two ways of taking a mean of the sidereal motions, one of them may be called the rate and the other the rank. For instance, a number equal to the mean rate of the six numbers, 2, 6, 13, 15, 17,19, would be 12; but one that should hold a middle rank between the three highest and three lowest of the six would be 14. In assigning the rate of the solar motion it appears to be most eligible that it should hold a middle rank among the sidereal velocities. W e shall however find that nearly the same result will be obtained from either of the methods* With respect to our second consideration, we may see that it also admits of a certain modification by the choice of the solar motion; for in Table IX . when this motion is T',5 the velocity of Arcturus 1565735, will exceed that of Sirius, 217007, more than seven times ; whereas a solar motion of 1" will give us the proportional velocities of these stars as 188867 to 465174; and the former will then exceed thelatter only four times*
Calculations for drawing Figures that will represent the observed
Motions of the Stars.
The necessary calculations for investigating the solar mo tion are of considerable extent, and may be divided into two classes, the first of which will remain unaltered whatsoever be the solar motion under examination, while the other must be adjusted to every change that may be required.
The direction of the sun remaining as it has been settled in the first part of this Paper, the permanent computation of each star will contain the annual quantity of the observed or apparent motion, its direction with the parallel of the star,, its direction with the parallactic motion, and its velocity. The changeable part will consist of the angular quantity of the real motion, the parallactic direction of this motion, and its velocity.
Before we can make a calculation of the required velocities,, For though it appears reasonable to allow that the bright stars of the second magnitude may be twice as far from uS as those of the first, it will admit of some doubt Whether this rule ought to be strictly followed up to the 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th magnitude; especially when it is not easy to ascertain the boundaries which should limit the magnitudes of very small stars. The number of these principal stars is 24. The remaining 12 are also arranged by admitting that their magnitudes ex press their relative distances; and notwithstanding the doubt fulness we have noticed, their testimony with respect to the proper quantity of a solar motion, though it should be received with some diffidence, must not be neglected; some consi derable alteration in their supposed distances, however, would have but little effect upon the conclusions intended to be drawn from their velocities.
The following Table contains the result of the calculations that relate to the permanent quantities. In the first and second columns, we have the names of the stars, and their assigned relative distances. The third gives the apparent angular motions, and the fourth their direction. The fifth contains the direction of the same motions, with respect to the parallactic motions arising from the given solar direction; and the sixth gives the velocity of the stars which produce the quantity of the apparent motions. 
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The contents of this Table will enable us to examine the motions of the stars in different points of view. For instance, by the apparent motions in the third column, and their direc tions in the fourth, a figure may be drawn which will repre sent the actual state of the heavens, with respect to those annual changes in the situations of our 3 stars, which in astronomical tables are called their proper motions. Fig. 1 , Plate IV. gives us these motions brought into one view, so that by supposing successively every one of the stars to be represented by the central point of the figure, we may see the angular quantity and direction of the several annual proper motions represented by the line which is drawn from the centre to each star. By this means we have the compa rative arrangement and quantity of these movements with respect to their directions. Fig. 3 represents the same motions, but instead of being drawn so as to show their directions with regard to the several meridians and parallels of the stars, they are laid down by the angles contained in the fifth column; and will therefore indicate their arrangement with respect to a line drawn from the solar apex towards the parallactic centre. These directions will remain the same, whatever may be the velocity of the solar motion upon which we shall ultimately fix, provided no change be made in the situation of the apex towards which the sun has been admitted to move.
In these two figures, the lines drawn from the centre give us only the angular changes of the places that have been either observed or calculated, and not the velocities which are required in the stars to produce them. It will therefore be necessary to represent the velocities by two other figures, in which the same directions are preserved, but where the extent of each line is made proportional to the distance of the stars in the second column. Fig. 2 is drawn according to this plan; the angles of the directions remain as in the fourth column, but the lines are lengthened so as to give us the velocities contained in the sixth.
In Fig. 4 , the angles of the 3d figure are preserved, but the lines are again lengthened as in Fig. 2 . N. B. These two last figures would have been of an incon venient size if they had been drawn on the same scale with the two foregoing ones, for which reason, in comparing the 2d and 4th with the 1st and 3d, it must be remembered that the former are reduced to one half of the dimensions of the latter.
Remarks on the sidereal Motions as they are represented from < \Observation.
As we have now before us a set of figures which give a complete view of the result of the calculations contained in theX th Table, we may examine the arrangements of the stars, and draw a few conclusions from them, that will throw some light upon the subject of our present inquiry. In the first place, then, we have to observe in Fig; 1 , that 17 out of the 2 i stars, whose motions are directed towards the north, are crowded together into a compass of little more than 76^ degrees. But this figure, as we have shown, is drawn from observation. W e are consequently obliged to conclude, that, if these motions are the real ones, there must be some physical cause which gives a bias to the directions in mdcccvi.
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Dr. Herschel on Quantity which the stars, are moving ; if . so, it would not be' impror bable that the sun, being situated among this group of stars, should partake of a motion towards the,same part of the heavens. . % m iq w t h ot ?,i 2 .'sri Our next remark concerns,.the velocity?:of the sidereal motions; and therefore we must have recourse to Fig. 2 , where we perceive that the greatest motions are not confined to the brightest stars. For instance,the velocityof ftVirginis is but little inferior to that of Arcturus, and exceeds the velo city of Procyon. Likewise the velocities of /3 Aquila*, Libras, and a! Capricorni, surpass that of Sirius ; and an inspection of the rest of the figure will be sufficient to show how very far the velocities of Capella, Lyra, Rigel, « Orionis, Aldebarah, and Spica, are exceeded by those of many other stars.
If we look at the arrangement of the stars with respect to the direction of the solar motion, we find in Fig. 3 , that a somewhat different scattering of them has taken place ; but still most of the stars appear to be affected by some cause which tends to lead them to the same part of the heavens, towards which the sun is moving; and the directions of the greatest number of them are not very distant from the line of the solar motion.
The whole appearance of this figure presents us with the idea of a great compression above the centre, arising from some general cause, and a still greater expansion in the lower part of it. The considerable projection of a few stars on both sides, is however a plain indication that th e 5 com pressing or dilating cause does not act in their directions.
When the velocity of the stars, represented in the same point of view in Fig. 4 , is examined, we find a particularity in the direction and comparative velocities in the largest stars that must not be overlooked. Four of them, Rigel, a Orionis, Spica, and Antares, have a motion towards that part of the heavens in which the solar apex is placed, and their motions are very slow. T hree other stars of the 1st magnitude, Arcturus, Procyon, and Sirius, move towards the opposite part of the heavens, and their motions, on the contrary, are very quick.
T he direction of the motion of Aldebaran, compared with its small velocity, is no less rem arkable; and seems to be contrary to what has been pointed out with the three last mentioned stars ; we shall however soon have an opportunity of showing that it is perfectly consistent with the principles of the solar motion/ An application of some of the foregoing rem arks will be our next subject; and I believe it will be found, that in the first place they point obt the expediency of a solar motion. T hat next to this they also direct us to the situation of the apex of this motion: and lastly, that they will assist us in finding out the quantity requisite for giving us the most satis factory explanation of the phenomena of the observed proper motions of the stars.
The Solar Motion and its 'Direction assigned in the first
In examining the second figure, it has been shown that no less than six stars of the first magnitude, namely, Capella, Lyra, Rigel, a Orionis, Aldebaran, and Spica, have less velo city than nine or ten much smaller stars. Aldebaran and F f 2 Dr. Herschel on Quantity u Orionis indeed have so little motion that there are but three stars in all the 3 6t hat have less. But the situation of these bright stars, from their nearness, must be favourable to our perceiving their real motions if they had any, unless they were counteracted by some general cause that might render them less conspicuous. Now to suppose that the largest stars should really have the smallest motions, is too singular an opinion to be maintained ; it follows, therefore, that the appa rently small motions of these large stars is owing to some general cause, which renders at least some part of their real motion invisible to us. But when a solar motion is introduced, the parallax arising from that cause will completely account for the singularity of these slow motions. ' If the foregoing argument proves the expediency of a solar motion, its direction is no less evidently pointed out by it. For if the parallax occasioned by the motion of the sun is to explain the appearances that have been remarked, it will fol low, that a direction in opposition to the motion of Arcturus, will answer that end in the most satisfactory manner. That compression, for instance, which has been remarked in the motions of the stars moving toward the solar apex in Fig. 3 , and which is so completely accounted for by a parallactic motion arising from the motion of the sun, points out the direction in which the sun should move, in order to produce this required parallactic motion. T he expansion of the motions that are in opposition to the former is evidently owing the same parallactic motions, which in this direction unite with the real motions of the stars; and as, in the form er case, the observed motions are the differences between the parallactic and real motions, so here they are the sum of them.
T he remark that stars having a side motion, are not affected by the cause of the compression or expansion, which acts upon the rest, is perfectly explained; for a parallactic motion, in the direction of the motion of Arcturus, can have no effect in lengthening or shortening the perpendicular distance to which a star may move in a side direction.
I have only to add, that the small velocities of Rigel, a Orionis, Spica, and Antares, in Fig. 4 , as well as the great velocities of Arcturus, Procyon, and Sirius, point out the same apex which in the first part of this Paper has already been established b y more extended computations.
T he case of Aldebaran, though seemingly contrary to what has been shown, confirms the same conclusions. This will appear by considering that a star, moving towards the solar apex with a greater real motion than its parallactic one, must continue apparently to move in its real direction ; but should a star, such as Aldebaran, move towards the apex with less velocity than the parallactic motion which opposes it, there will arise a change of direction, and the star will be seen moving towards the opposite part of the heavens.
Trial of the Method to obtain the Quantity of the Solar Motion by its Rank among the sidereal .
According to the conditions that have been explained, a calculation may be made with a view of equalizing the velo cities of the sun and the star a Orionis; and the result of it will show that the proposed equality will be obtained when the solar motion is i w,266230. h will moreover be found than so small an increase of this motion as o",oi would give us 19 stars with less, and 17 with more velocity than that 222 which the calculation assigns to the sun; this consequently fixes one of the limits to which the solar motion ought not to come up, if we intend it should hold a middle rank among the sidereal velocities.
On the other hand, by a similar calculation of the velocities of the star Pollux and the sun, it appears that a solar motion of o",967754, will make them equal ; and that a diminution of this motion not exceeding 0^,01 would give us stars moving at a greater rate than the sun, and only 17 falling short of its velocity. This consequently fixes the other limit to which the solar motion ought not to be depressed. And thus rt appears by this method, that the quantity we are desirous of ascertaining, is confined within very narrow bounds, and that by fixing upon a mean of the two limits, we may have the rank of the solar motion true to less than o ",15.
Calculations fo r investigating the Consequences arising from any proposed Quantity of Solar M , and fo r delineating th by proper Figures .
Before we can justly examine the real motions of stars which it will be necessary to admit in consequence of a given solar motion, it will be convenient to have them represented in two figures that we may see their arrangement and extent; and as a calculation of the required particulars will oblige us to fix upon a certain quantity, we shall take the motion that has been ascertained to bdong to the middle rank of the sidereal velocities for a pattern. The result of the necessary calcula tions is as follows. By the contents of this Table, Fig. 5 is drawn with the lines contained in the third column and the angles of the fourth; the scale of it is that of the 5th and 3d figures; and it repre sents the directions and angular quantities of the real motions that are required to compound with the parallactic effects of the second column, so as to produce those annual proper motions which are established by observation. Fig. 6 is drawn on the reduced scale of the 2d and 4th figures. The lines make the same angles with the direction of the solar motion as before, but their lengths are in the proportion of the velocities contained in the last column. .
Remarks that lead to a necessary Examination of the Cause of the sidereal Motions.
The first particular that will strike us when we cast our eye on Fig. 5 , is the uncommon arrangement of the stars. It seems to be a most unaccountable circumstance that their real motions should be as represented in that figure; indeed, if we except only ten of the stars, all the rest appear to be actuated by the same influence, and, like faithful companions of the sun, to join in directing their motions towards a simi larly situated part of the heavens;
This singularity is too marked not to deserve an exami nation ; for unless a cause for such peculiar directions can be shown to exist, I do not see how we can reconcile them with a certain equal distribution of situations, quantities, and mo tions, which our present investigation seems to demand. In order to penetrate as far as we can into this intricate subject, we shall take a general view of the causes of the motions of celestial bodies.
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A motion of the stars may arise either from their mutual gravitation towards each other, or from an original projectile force impressed upon them. These two causes are known to act on all the bodies belonging to the solar system, and we may therefore reasonably admit them to exert their influence likewise on the stars. But it will not be sufficient to know a general cause for their motions, unless we can show that its influence will tend to make them go towards a certain part of the heavens rather than to any other. Let us examine how these causes are acting in the solar system* The projectile motions of the planets, the asteroids, and the satellites, excepting those of the Georgium Sidus, are all de cidedly in favour of a marked singularity of direction. W e may add to them the comet of the year 1682, whose regular periodical return in 1759 has sufficiently proved its permanent connection with the solar system. Here then we have not less than 23 various bodies belonging to the solar system to show that this cause not only can, but in the only case of which we have a complete knowledge, actually does influence the celestial motions, so as to give them a very particular appropriate direction. Evert the exception of the Georgian satellites may be brought in confirmation of the same pecu liarity; for though they do not unite with the rest of the bodies of our system, they still conform among each other to establish the same tendency of a similar direction in their motion round the primary planet. And thus it is proved that the similar direction of the motion of a group of stars may be ascribed to their similar projectile motions without incurring the censure of improbability.
Let us however pursue the objection a little farther, and as MDCCCVI.
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Dr. Herschel on the Quantity we have shown that the celestial bodies of the solar system actually have these similar projectile motions, it maybe re quired that we should also prove that the stars have them likewise; since the appearances in Fig. 5 may otherwise be looked upon as merely the consequence of the assumed solar motion. To this I answer, that setting aside the solar motion, and allowing the observations of astronomers on the proper motion of the stars to give us the real direction and angular quantity of these motions, even then the same similarity will equally remain to be accounted for. In my examination of Fig. 1 and 3 , it has been shown that we ought to ascribe the similar directions of the sidereal motions to some physical cause, which probably exerts its influence also on the solar motion; therefore in reverting to those figures I may be said to appeal to the actual state of the heavens, for a proof of what has been advanced, with respect to the similarity of the directions of projectile motions.
Having thus examined one cause of the sidereal motions, and shown that as far as we are acquainted with its mode of acting in the solar system, it is favourable to a similarity of direction; and that moreover, if we ascribe the motion of the stars to it, we have also good reason, from observation, to believe it to be in favour of the same similarity; we may in the next place proceed to Consider the mutual gravitation of the stars towards each other. This is an acknowledged prin ciple of motion, and the laws of its exertion being perfectly known, we shall in this inquiry meet with no difficulty relating to its direction, which is always towards the attracting body.
Considerations of the attractive Power required for a sufficient
Velocity of the sidereal Motions.
As attraction is a power that acts at all distances, we ought to begin by examining whether the motions of our stars can be accounted for by the mutual gravitation of neighbouring stars towards each other, or by a periodical binal revolution of them about a common centre of gravity; or whether we ought not rather to have recourse to some very distant attractive centre. This may be decided by a calculation of the effects arising from the laws according to which the prin ciple of attraction is known to act. For instance, let the sun and Sirius be two equal bodies placed in the most favourable situation to permit a mutual approach by attraction: that is, let them be without projectile motions, and removed from all other stars which might impede their progress towards each other, by opposite attractions. Then, by calculation, the space over which one of them would move in a year, were the matter of both collected in the other as an attractive centre, would be less than a five thousand millionth part of a second; supposing that motion to be seen by an eye at the distance of Sirius, and admitting the parallax of the whole orbit of the earth on this star to be one second.
This proves evidently that the mere attraction of neigh bouring stars acting upon each other cannot be the cause of the sidereal motions that have been observed.
In the case of supposed periodical binal revolutions of stars about a common centre of gravity, where consequently pro jectile motions must be admitted, the united power of the connected stars, provided the mass of either of them did not G g 2 fifcS Dr. H erschel on the greatly exceed that of the sun, would fall very short of the attraction required to give a sufficient velocity to their motions. The star Arcturus for example, which happens to move, as is required, in an opposite direction to the proposed solar mo tion, were it connected with the sun, and had the proper degree of necessary projectile motion, could not describe an arch of 1" of its orbit, about their common centre, in less than 102 y ears; and though the opposite motion of the sun, by a parallactic effect would double that quantity , it still would fall short of the change we -observe in this star in the course of a single year.
Other considerations are still more against the admission of such partial connections : they would Entirely oppose the similarity of the directions of the sidereal motions that have been proved to exist, and which we are now endeavouring to explain.
Let us then examine in what manner a distant centre of attraction may be the cause o f the required motions. By admitting this centre to be at a great distance, we shall have its influence extended over a space that will take in a whole group of stars, and thus the similar directions of their motions will be accounted for. Their velocities also may be ascribed to the energy of the centre, which m ay be sufficiently great for all the purposes of the required motions. A circumstance, however, attends the directions of the motions to be ex plained, which shows that a distant centre of attraction alone will not be sufficient; for these motions, as we may see in Fig. 3 , though pretty similar in their directions, still are di verging; whereas if th ey ' were solely caused by attraction, they would1 converge towards the attracting centre,, and point and Velocity o f the Solar Motion. 22 oat its situation. It is therefore evident that projectile mo tions must be combined with attraction, and that the motions of the stars when regulated in this manner, are not unlike the disposition by which the bodies of the solar system aye go verned. I f we pursue this arrangement, it will be proper to consider the condition, and probable existence of such a centre of attraction.
T here are two ways in which a centre of attraction, so powerful as the present occasion would require, may be con structed.; the most simple of them would be a single body of great magnitude ; this may exist, though we should not be able to perceive lit by any superiority ef lustre; for notwith standing it might have -the usual starry brightness, the de crease o f its light arising from its great distance would hardly he compensated by the she of its diameter ; but to have recourse to an invisible centre, or at least to one that cannot be distinguished from a star, would be intirely hypothetical, and, as suclv cannot be admitted in a discussion, the avowed object o f which Is to prove its existence.
T he second way o f the construction of a very powerful centre, may be joint attraction of a great number of stars united into one condensed group.
The actual existence of such groups of stars has already been proved by observations made with my large instru ments ; many of those objects, which were looked upon as nebulous patches, having been completely resolved into stars by my 40 and 20-feet telescopes. For instance, the nebula discovered by Dr. H ai+ley in the year 1714, in which the discoverer, and other observers after him, have seen no star, I have ascertained to be a globular cluster, containing, by a rough calculation, probably not less than fourteen thousand stars. From the known laws of gravitation, we are assured that this cluster must have a very powerful attractive centre of gravity, which may be able to keep many far distant celestial bodies in control.
But the composition of an attractive centre is not limited to one such cluster. An union of many of them will form a still more powerful centre of gravitation, whose influence may extend to a whole region of scattered stars. To prove that I argue intirely from observations, I shall mention that another nebula, discovered by M r. M essier in the year 1781, is, by the same instruments, also proved to consist of stars; and though they are seemingly compressed into a much smaller space, and have also the appearance of smaller stars, we may fairly presume that these circumstances are only indications of a greater distance, and that, being a globular cluster, perfectly resembling the former, the distance being allowed for, it is probably not less rich in the number of its component stars. T he distance of these two clusters from each other is less than 12 degrees, and we are certain that somewhere in the line joining these two groups there must be a centre of gravitation, far superior in energy to the 'single power of attraction that can be lodged in either of the clusters.1 I have selected these two remarkable objects merely for their sinuation, which is very near the line of the direction of the solar motion; but were it necessary to bring farther proof of the existence of combined attractions, the numerous objects of which I have given catalogues* would amply furnish me with arguments.
If a still more powerful but more diffused exertion of attraction should be required than what may be found in the union of clusters, we have hundreds of thousands of stars, not to say millions, contained in very compressed parts of the milky way, some of which have already been pointed out in a former Paper.'f-Many of these immense regions may well occasion the sidereal motions we are required to account fo r; and a similarity in the direction of these motions will want no illustration.
W ith regard to the situation of the condensed parts of the milky way, and of the two clusters that have been mentioned, we must remark, that the seat of attraction may be in any part of the heavens w hatsoever; for when projectile motions are given to bodies that are retained by an attractive centre, they may have any direction, even that at right angles to its situation not excepted.
It will give additional force to the arguments I have used for the admission of far distant centres of attraction, as well as projectile motions in the stars that are connected with them, when we take notice that, independent of the solar motion, and setting that intirely aside, the action of these causes will be equally required to explain the acknowledged proper motions of the stars. For if the sun be at rest, then Arcturus must actually change its place more than a" a year, and consequently this and many other stars, which are well known to change their situation, must be supposed to have Dr. Hehschel on Quantity projectile motions, and to be subject to the attraction of far distant centres.
Determination of the Quantity of the Solar Motion.
If I am not mistaken, it will now be allowed that no ob jection can arise against any solar velocity we may fix upon, for want of a cause that may be assigned to act upon the sun, and many stars, so as to account for their motions, and similar tendency towards a certain part of the heavens; we may consequently proceed in examining whether the quantity that has been assumed for calculating the contents of the X lth Table, will sufficiently come up to the conditions we have adopted for directing our determination.
In Fig. 6 we have the velocities of the 36 stars delineated, and by examining the last column of the Table from which they are taken, we find that the parallactic effects arising from the proposed solar motion require the velocity of 18 stars to exceed that of the sun, and exactly the same number to be inferior to it; so far then the rank which has been as signed to the solar motion is a perfect medium among the sidereal velocities.
If we examine in the next place how this motion will agree With a mean rate deduced from the velocities in the above mentioned column, we find a 36th part of their sum to be 1196550. A solar motion, therefore, which agrees with this mean rate Will differ from one assigned by the middle rank no more than o", 079558; and, on account of the smallness of this quantity, the Calculations required to lessen it, by some little increase of the solar motion* might well be dispensed with; but if we were desirous of greater precision, the and Velocity of the Solar Motion. 533 secondary purpose, next to be considered, would rather in cline us to an opposite alteration.
The great disparity of the sidereal motions, which has been mentioned as an incongruity in the first part of this Paper, and has more evidently been shown to exist when we exa mined the representations of these motions in the 3d figure, is the next point we have to consider in the effect of the solar motion. Let us see how far we have been successful in les sening the ratio these velocities bear to each other. The last column of the Xth Table contains them as they must have been admitted if the sun had been at rest. The proportion of the quickest motion to the slowest is there as 2504621 to 103036; and the velocity of one is therefore above 24 times greater than that of the other. But in consequence of the solar motion we have used, the two extreme velocities are reduced to 2902716 and 395212; which gives a proportion of less than 7-j to 1.
If the quantity of the solar motion were lessened to 1", we might bring the ratio of the extreme velocities so low as 6 to 1; but as the middle rank, has already given it a little below the mean rate, I do not think that we ought to lower it still m ore; so that when all circumstances are properly considered, there is a great probability that the quantity assumed in the last calculation may not be far from the truth. It appears, therefore, that in the present state of our know ledge of the observed proper motions of the stars, we have sufficient reason to fix upon the quantity of the solar motion to be such as by an eye placed at right angles to its direction, and at the distance of Sirius from us, would be seen to de scribe annually an arch of 1", 116992 of a degree; and its
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H h velocity, till we are acquainted with the real distance of this star, can therefore only be expressed by the proportional number of 1116993.
Concluding Remarks and Inferences.
W e have now only to notice a few remarks that may be made, by way of objection to the solar motion I have fixed upon. If the quantity of this motion is to be assigned by the mean rank of sidereal velocities, it may be asked, will not the addition of every star, whose proper motion shall be ascertained, destroy that middle rank, which has been esta blished? T o this I shall answer, that future observations may certainly afford us more extensive information on the subject, and even show that the solar motion should not exactly hold that middle rank, which from various motives we have been induced to assign to i t ; but at present it appears, that according to the doctrine of chances, a middle rank among the sidereal velocities must be the fairest choice, and will remain so, unless, w hat is now a secondary consideration, should hereafter become of more importance than the first. T hat this should happen is not impossible, when a general knowledge of the proper motions of all the stars of the 1st, 3d, and 3d magnitudes can be obtained; but then the method of calculation that has been traced out in this and the former Paper, is so perfectly applicable to any new lights observation may throw upon the subject, that a more precise and unob jectionable solar motion can be ascertained by it with great facility. Hitherto we find that a mean rank agrees sufficiently with the phenomena that were to be explained: the apparent velocities of Arcturus and Aldebaran, without -a solar motion and Velocity of the Solar Motion.
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for instance, were to each other, in the IXth Table, as 208 to 12; our present solar motion has shown, that when the de ception arising from its parallactic effect is removed by calculation, these velocities are to each other only as 179 to 85, or as 2 to 1. And though Arcturus still remains a star that moves with great velocity, yet in the X lth Table we have 4 or 5 stars with nearly as much m otion; and 4 with more.
Our solar motion also removes the deception by which the motion of a star of the consequence of u Orionis is so concealed as hardly to show any velocity; whereas by computation we find that it really moves at a rate which is fully equal to the motion of the sun.
I must now observe, that the result of calculations founded upon facts, such as w e must admit the proper motions of the stars to be, should give us some useful information, either to satisfy the inquisitive mind, or to lead us on to new disco veries. T he establishment of the solar motion answers both these ends. W e have already seen that it resolves many dif ficulties relating to the proper motions of the stars, and reconciles apparent contradictions; but our inquiries should not terminate here. W e are now in the possession of many concealed motions, and to bring them still more to light, and to add new ones by future observations should become thd constant aim of every astronomer.
This leads me to a subject, which though not new in itself, will henceforth assume a new and promising aspect. An elegant outline of it has long ago been laid before the public in a most valuable paper on general Gravitation, under E h 2 the form of " T houghts" on the subject;* but I believe, from what has been said in this Paper, it will now be found that we are within the reach of a link of the chain which connects the principles of the solar and sidereal motions with those that are the cause of orbitual ones. A discovery of so many hitherto concealed motions, pre sents us with an interesting view of the construction of that part of the heavens which is immediately around us. T he similarity of the directions of the sidereal motions is a strong indication that the stars, having such motions, as well as the sun, are acted upon by some connecting cause, which can only be attraction ; and as it has been proved that attraction will not explain the observed phenomena without the ex istence of projectile motions, it must be allowed to be a necessary inference, that the motions of the stars we have examined are governed by the same two ruling principles which regulate the orbitual motions of the bodies of the solar system. It will also be admitted that we may justly-invert the inference, and from the operation of these causes in our system, conclude that their influence upon the sidereal mo tions will tend to produce a similar effect; by which means the probable motion of the sun, and of the stars in orbits, becomes a subject that may receive the assistance of argu ments supported by observation.
W hat has been said in a paragraph of a former Paper, where the suh is placed among the insulated stars,-f* does not contradict the present idea of its making one of a very extensive system. On the contrary, a connection of this na- 
